
RCM Turbo

SQL Versions

Microsoft SQL Server

MySQL Server

.NET framework



▪The .NET version has a new look 

and feel

▪It is faster to load, update and 

operate

▪It includes a number of valuable 

new functions

The .NET version of RCM Turbo has now been 

released. The following presentation provides a 

overview of the new look and feel as well as some of the 

new functions.



The RCM Turbo process

• Import the site equipment hierarchy into an 

RCM Turbo database

• Import spares lists to the database

• Intelligent Excel sheets are provided



Green Arrow opens 

the target database



Once the MySQL Server and 

associated software has been 

installed, a login screen such as this 

will appear. Existing Microsoft SQL 

Server implementations are also 

supported using Windows 

Authentication.

Databases that already exist will be 

displayed. New RCM Turbo files are 

created using the traditional 

‘File/New’ function



A one off setup task is defining local 

resource type and their hourly rates



It is also prudent to load spares into RCM Turbo so that they can be applied at task level

Clicking on a spare part from this list also displays the main spares entry screen, as 

used by SOS to optimize max/min levels. 



This screen displays all the 

scenarios in which a spare part is 

utilized



Here is the display format. The equipment 

hierarchy is always visible on the left, while 

all entry screens and menus appear in the 

right panel.

Right from the start of an RCM Turbo 

assessment, downtime cost is taken into 

account. It will prominently feature in 

forthcoming task frequency optiimisation



When changes are made to any 

fields displayed, a spinning ‘Apply’ 

button will appear to ensure that the 

changes take effect

A further implication of this is that 

users can now partially complete 

ANY screen in RCM Turbo and 

‘apply’ to save. This is a useful 

function during failure modes & 

effects analysis. In the older 

versions, RCM Turbo used to insist 

on certain minimal data entry.



Here for instance, we see Zonal 

Inspections displayed. All screens 

include TABS for sub functions



A high level criticality assessment 

process is provided at Productive 

Unit level.



Moving down to a Maintainable Item 

screen, we can always see where 

we are in the hierarchy

The downtime cost from the parent 

Productive Unit is carried through to 

the Maintainable Item



A further criticality assessment 

process is provided at Maintainable 

Item level



From the MI screen we can add 

Failure Modes and Hidden Failure 

Modes

Output reduction (Total Stoppage, 

Partial stoppage or quality reduction 

etc) must be selected here. The 

selection dictates what percentage 

of the downtime cost should apply



The main Failure Modes & Effects 

entry screen.

From here we can enter Primary 

Actions, Secondary Actions and 

Breakdown Actions



Note the addition of a Maintainable 

Item spares folder in the equipment 

tree. This represents the Bill of 

Materials for the MI under review

‘Strategy’ defaults to CBM. RCM 

Turbo encourages the exploration of 

Breakdown scenarios first, then any 

possible predictive task, any 

possible preventative task, then 

explores the implication of operating 

to failure



Failure Mode & Effects Wizard

• A new (optional) function is provided to 

ensure consistency in describing a failure 

mode and its effects.

• The intention is to enforce expressions like 

‘indicated by’, ‘leading to’ and ‘due to’:



Step one of the Wizard.. Click here to start





The tick box is used where we might be 

defining a fixed time task, where impending 

failure indications are not relevant. For CBM we 

continue:









The final outcome will look like this (or can result in a 

meaningful sentence)



Note the ‘crossed out’ failure mode 

icon. This indicates that the FM has 

not yet been optimized.



The Primary Action screen. Enter warning time, duration, 

downtime, stopped running or 

downday. The frequency for the 

task will be generated from the 

forthcoming task frequency 

optimisation routine.



The new format for adding and 

removing resources for each task.

Just drag from the resource list on 

the right



Spares required to carry out Primary, Secondary or 

Breakdown tasks can be added at the individual 

task screens. A list of spares already in the system, 

either from this MI or from the entire spares file is 

displayed. You can select and drag  spares from 

the right hand side



The lubrication frequency and quantity module. For 

Lube related failures, the task frequency will be 

transferred to the Primary Action screen from here.

Simple drop down lists help determine the bearing 

characteristics.



To calculate grease quantity, 

RCM Turbo asks for the 

bearing’s physical dimensions 

(primarily the outside diameter 

and width). 

Once these two measurements 

are entered (metric 

measurements) a calculation 

occurs.The result will be 

grease quantity is in grams. 

The formula works for all rolling 

element bearings. 



The task frequency optimization 

cost accumulation screen for 

breakdown consequence



The frequency optimization cost 

accumulation screen for predictive 

or preventative tasks



The optimal frequency display



The Hidden Failure screen. There 

are ‘TAB’s’ to move from Protected 

Unit to Protecting Unit and to 

nominate Resources.

The new Hidden Failure screen for 

entering Task Details



Note the ‘Calculator’ button 

used to establish the FFI



The Hidden Failure screen for 

entering Resources required



Other Functions



The Failure Mode Library 

function

Valuable FMEA and task data 

can be stored in an internal 

library for application to other 

like equipment. This data can 

also be included in an external 

library database for use in 

other locations



Saving important data to the 

local library



External  Libraries are included 

within the SQL database and 

are accessible using logins 

and passwords



You can view the contents of any library in this 

manner. Both external libraries and internal 

temporary libraries can be examined. In this 

case, we are viewing an external library



In this case, we are viewing an 

internal  library
Entire FMEA and task data 

can be dragged and dropped 

onto a Maintainable Item. 

Individual failure modes can 

also be copied across to an MI



This History function allows you 

to see where you have been 

within the RCM Turbo file and to 

return directly to any previously 

visited location in the file. This is 

especially useful in large 

databases



The Red arrow returns you 

to the last screen you were 

viewing



The Workload Menu



Final Outcomes

• At the completion of an assessment, there 

will be an accumulation of task, resource, 

materials and frequency information

• RCM Turbo allows for the formation of 

workgroups based on resource type, 

frequencies, equipment and other 

selections made by users.



The Auto Grouping Selection screen

You can now select specific 

PU’s, all MI’s or individual 

selections within PU’s and 

MI’s, to begin formation of 

groups

You can select Resources

You can select CBM or FTM



If Auto Grouping results in errors (because of missing 

primary action frequencies for instance), an error report 

is now shown on the screen. This means that you can 

correct any problems by directly clicking on the offending 

record and fixing it immediately.



A DAY based Cluster 

Graphic

RCM Turbo displays a graphic of where the 

raw task data (based on your selections) 

lies. This will assist you to create groups 

around frequency ranges



When you want to create 

new Groups, you can view 

existing Group names. 

These can be a mixture of 

daily, weekly, monthly, 

yearly etc.



The calculator button 

displays the tasks and 

resources required based 

on your task frequency 

range selection

You can see the tasks that 

would be included in this 

group



A new Job Group Actions list. Now, this 

initial list is displayed at the 

‘Optimize/Update Groups’ selection.  We 

might wish to make all these Monthly 

Tasks.

Updating the Group displays the next 

screen 



We can now give this temporary Group a real name such as 

Monthly Task list. We can also fill in all other fields that will then be 

written directly to the Primary Action screens for each failure mode 

included  in the Group. It is these fields  and as many additional 

fields as needed that will be edited to reflect the requirements of 

your CMMS for eventual transfer of completed task lists.



Clicking on ‘Update’ will 

replace the Primary Task 

frequency for each failure 

mode in the Group to ‘1 

Month’. It will also write all the 

other fields to each PA screen



‘Update’ will replace the Primary Task frequency for 

each failure mode in the Group to ‘1 Month’. 



A resource requirements graphic
After generation of new groups, 

you can view a histogram of what 

resources will be required and 

when. With this knowledge, you 

can smooth forward workflow to 

match available resources



RCM Turbo comes with a standard add in for generating 

Word based task list documents. 



Clicking on the Word icon allows you to choose which 

template to use





RCM Turbo displays its progress on the document 

generation



Right mouse button on the Group Name to open in 

Word or show in its folder



RCM Turbo directly opens Word to display the Task List document



Extensive reporting is 

provided. Any report can be 

exported to Excel



Right mouse button on the 

report name allows for export 

to Excel



Excel Add-in’s provided

• When RCM Turbo is installed, two Excel 

add-in sheets are made available

• One is for data import (creating equipment 

hierarchy data at the start)

• The other is for external manipulation of 

FMEA and resource data

• Other add-in’s are provided to address 

specific client requirements



From the Preferences screen you may also dictate a number of elements that 

RCM Turbo will display if selected.

The color schemes used by RCM Turbo are also user definable. Make your 

own selection from the drop down lists. 



An alternative colour layout



Component and Root Cause Codes

• An RCM Turbo file may be pre-loaded with 

known codes for both components and 

root causes where defined in SAP or any 

other CMMS

• It is also possible to add new codes 

whenever required through the software






